Abstract-As a representative mathematical expression of power flow (PF) constraints in electrical distribution system (EDS), the piecewise linearization (PWL) based PF constraints have been widely used in different EDS optimization scenarios. However, the linearized approximation errors originating from the currently-used PWL approximation function can be very large and thus affect the applicability of the PWL based PF constraints. This letter analyzes the approximation error self-optimal (ESO) condition of the PWL approximation function, refines the PWL function formulas, and proposes the self-optimal (SO)-PWL based PF constraints in EDS optimization which can ensure the minimum approximation errors. Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
he Distflow network PF constraints linearized with PWL approximation function constitute the PWL based PF constraints [1] , and have been widely used in different EDS optimization scenarios. This letter analyzes the causes of linearized approximation errors in the PWL approximation function, and proposes the ESO condition of the PWL function. The currently-used PWL function formulas are complemented to meet the ESO condition. And the SO-PWL based network PF constraints are realized by implementing the supplemented PWL function in the initial PWL based PF constraints. The service restoration problem in EDS is selected to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in numerical results.
II. FUNDAMENTAL PWL APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE OF THE DISTFLOW NETWORK PF CONSTRAINTS
In the Distflow network PF constraints [1] , only the constraint shown in (1) contains quadratic variables, and is nonlinear. 
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In (12), z  and z  are binary variables. The definitions of variables in (1)-(12) can be referred to [1] . Constraint (4) and other linear constraints in the Distflow network PF constraints compose the initial PWL based network PF constraints [1] .
III. ESO CONDITION OF THE PWL APPROXIMATION FUNCTION
AND SO-PWL BASED NETWORK PF CONSTRAINTS 
To minimize the PWL approximation error, the ESO condition of the PWL approximation function is defined in (15) Fig. 1 shows how the PWL function approximates the quadratic curve ( ) g y . Referring to (5)-(12), due to the convexity of ( ) g y , all segments employed in the PWL function are above on ( ) g y (shown in Fig. 1 ), and the Proposition 1 is correct obviously.
2) Proposition 2:
The ESO condition is sufficient to achieve the minimum PWL approximation error. 
The increment in ( , , ) f y y  due to the compensation of
is shown in Fig. 1 . As the slope of segment (i.e. , y   ) is monotonic increasing with  , with Proposition 1 and y E defined in (13), (19) is correct and Proposition 2 is verified. For some optimization scenarios with particular objective (e.g. containing the minimum power loss item in the objective function), the ESO condition can be ensured implicitly [2] . For more general scenarios, the PWL function formulas need to be complemented to realize the ESO condition. 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The EDS service restoration is to restore the maximum outage loads with limited generating capacity (i.e. objective function in (22) with PF constraints as major constraints). 
